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Bingo!



Ravensthorpe Autumn 2011

“The school is failing to give its pupils an acceptable standard of 
education and the persons responsible for leading, managing and 
governing the school are not demonstrating the capacity to secure 
the necessary improvement in the school.”

“The key weaknesses in this school are mainly attributable to the lack 
of direction and vision from the top.”

“The curriculum is inadequate.”

“Leadership at the highest level has failed to provide the drive and 
vision for necessary improvement. Self-evaluation is inaccurate and 
demonstrates a lack of understanding of the issues the school faces. 
Communication is poor.”



Being challenged in life is inevitable, 
being defeated is optional. 
Roger Crawford – tennis coach



Add into the mix…

 Teachers in Key Stage 1 NEVER meeting or talking to teachers in 
Key Stage 2. Not even a ‘hello’ in the corridor or at break.

 The only diary for the school was an A5 book locked in the office –
no-one knew what was going on.

 Teachers regularly locked themselves in the toilet to cry – during 
lessons.

 Few teachers had any experience of working anywhere else. The 
last NQT employed was in 2001.

 My first staff meetings were full of ‘tumble weed’ moments– no-one 
spoke at all. One teacher put earphones in to listen to his ipod
during a meeting (it only happened once!).



First steps on the long road to 

improvement…
 Define and clarify WHY we were teaching at the school. What was our 

purpose?

 Create a shared vision – what did we want our school to stand for? 

How were we going to raise aspiration and expectation? 

 Discuss and clarify what skills, attitudes and attributes we wanted our 

Year 6 children to leave our school within 7 years time. 

 Every good team needs a badge… an identity – we needed a logo!



We aim for every member of our school community to:

Be inspired to EXPLORE and discover new skills and learning habits in a 

creative and safe  environment.

Develop a positive attitude towards learning, work well with others and aim 

to SUCCEED in all that they do.

Grow into respectful, caring, independent people with the enthusiasm and 

confidence to SOAR into their future.

Our logo – designed by a TA

Our 

shared 

vision



Insert Wordle What we aimed for our children 

to be when they left 

Ravensthorpe

Lists of words from staff and Year 6 children were 

presented in a Wordle – this was framed, is in my 

office and copies are featured in our staff 

handbook.



2 ½ terms later… removed from 

Special Measures – a ‘satisfactory’ 

judgement, but…

“The headteacher has successfully established a strong 

team spirit and shared vision for the future. Expectations 

have been raised for staff and, together, they have 

created a stimulating, inclusive and exciting place for 

pupils to learn.”(Ofsted 2012)



Make a list of at least 5 

factors which cause 

teachers the greatest 

amount of worry and 

stress.



Marking 

Worried about Ofsted 

Worried about 

stress levels and 

becoming ill 

Too many meetings

“Logging data  - don’t 

understand ‘life after levels’.  

I don’t know what’s 

expected anymore.”

Meeting the needs of children with SEND

“Being on a ‘hamster wheel’, working long hours and 

then being ill and exhausted in the holidays!”

Dealing with child 

protection 

Dealing with angry parents

Performance management 

- not meeting targets.

Planning

Worried about lesson observations



Stephen Covey

1 - Be Proactive

Talks about the concept of Circle of Influence 

and Circle of Concern. Work from the 

center of your influence and constantly 

work to expand it.

Don't sit and wait in a reactive mode, waiting 

for problems to happen (Circle of Concern) 

before taking action.

 From Stephen Covey’s 7 Habits of Effective People: Circle of Concern

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proactivity


The week after Ofsted visited in 2014, (where we were 

judged as ‘Requires Improvement’) we held our 

annual School Development Evening.

This event gives an opportunity for the whole staff, including 

T.A.s, office and  lunchtime teams to reflect upon the past 

year and set the agenda for the next 12 months.

I asked everyone there to write down, in their opinion, the 

10 most important things we needed to improve at our 

school to feel that we were ‘good’. 

Here are the results…in another Wordle!





 All staff are encouraged to talk about professional issues, 

worries and concerns, particularly to identified leaders in 

school who listen and then help identify solutions.

We also talk through personal 

issues, but invest in an 

Employee assistance 

Programme which provides 

expert advice 24/7 – leaders 

signpost staff to this service.



Systems were put in place to ensure that information 

and ideas  were being shared effectively. 

Office 365 Calendar/Groups/ Forums

Staff newsletters



“What went well?”

“This could have been even better if…”

We have a seating plan for every staff meeting to avoid any cliques.

Everyone is expected to contribute at some point.

We try to find solutions and answers to challenging problems and questions as a team.

All meetings promote meaningful talk

We all switch our phones to silent, but set the phone alarm for 1 hour!





 Marking and feedback – ensuring the children are working harder than the teachers!

 Tracking data

 School reports – very visual

 Investing in high quality, user-friendly 

schemes and resources so we are not re-inventing the wheel.

The ‘Ravensthorpe Recipe’

We agreed as a staff, what the 

main ingredients to a good lesson 

should be. 

The recipe was used as a guide to 

all learning walks and lesson 

observations. Staff CPD related to 

each ingredient in turn.





Visiting other 

schools

Observing other 

teachers 

Joining network 

groups

Going to ‘Teach 

Meets’

Looking on 

‘Pinterest’!

Reading 

publications and 

research



Lessons of the Geese - YouTube

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwih04LOz7bWAhXFK8AKHXkLC7IQtwIIKDAA&url=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DhazitrxzhPk&usg=AFQjCNHxGpjW6GEP6p5GrD8TaTPNJHMzTQ


relax

verb

- make or become less tense or anxious.

- to reduce work, effort, application, etc.






